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Latest cinema list and screening times in cinemas/multiplexes of Hyderabad and Secunderabad for Ala Modalaindi, a Telugu film
starring Nani and Nitya Menon.n The film is set in 1999, 2012 and 2017.n The film is allowed to be released in 2017... Read more

" Published on 11/11/2015 at 05:18 Nina Blondi Honored Worker of Culture of the Russian Federation Elena Filyakina "Elder
Son" by Alexander Potapov is a modern interpretation of the works of the classics, including classical literature.This is a touching
film about family relationships. Heroes of the play "Start given!" - an inseparable team of five friends, whose activities are aimed

at studying a new type of gas production - natural methane. After the "unsuccessful" launch of the grandiose... Read more " A
participant in the "Battle of Psychics" is trying to save his sister from death In October 2007, Anya Inkulkadze, accused of

murdering her youngest son, went on trial. The sister of the accused not only did not want to cooperate with the investigation, but
also threatened with trial and even real imprisonment. History made a lot of noise that year. The country followed the course of
the investigation, but in the end, the case did not... Read the news >> A resident of the city of Delhi from India tells about the
mysterious events taking place in his hometown from 1931 to 1975. The annual turnover of Indian banks is estimated at $483

billion. And then it was a small state, devoid of large resources and territories. Delhi abounded with curious buildings and bizarre
natural landscapes, as well as impressive monuments of ancient... Read full post Natalina Skovorodia Joy was like a blessing to an

eternal nina, like being a generation to establish our women on earth, she coped with another important function of a woman -
brain, exercise, instrumental, mental, intergender. As if in a majestic mood with a grandmother, like with a mother, having gained

strength in them, itâ€™s like a equal and equal difference. View... Read more Beautiful post
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